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a b s t r a c t

Interfacial interactions between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and metal matrices play a critical role in the
bulk mechanical properties of CNT-reinforced metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNC), but their load-
transfer mechanisms remain not well understood. In this paper, we conduct single-nanotube pull-out
studies with in situ scanning electron microscopy to quantify the mechanical strength of binding in-
terfaces in carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced titanium (Ti) nanocomposites. Our nanomechanical pull-
out measurements reveal a shear lag effect in the load transfer on the CNT-Ti interface. The interfacial
shear strength and the maximum load-bearing capacity of the tested CNT-Ti interfaces are quantified to
be about 37.8MPa and 245 nN, respectively, both of which are substantially higher than the reported
values for CNT-Al interfaces. Density functional theory calculations reveal that the experimentally
observed strong CNT-Ti binding interface is attributed to strong chemisorption interactions of Ti atoms
on CNT surfaces, albeit moderated by the weakening effect of the oxide layer. The research findings are
useful to better understand the load transfer process on the tube-metal interface and the reinforcing
mechanism of nanotubes, and ultimately contribute to the optimal design and performance of nanotube-
reinforced MMNC.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nanofiber-reinforced metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNC)
are lightweight materials that possess high strength and enhanced
durability, and are attractive to the aerospace, automotive, and
chemical industries [1e3]. The superior property enhancement in
MMNC at low filler densities is attributed to the large surface-to-
volume ratio of the reinforcing nanofibers, and critically relies on
effective load transfer along the fiber-matrix interface [4e6]. Car-
bon nanotubes (CNTs) [7] are considered to be ideal reinforcements
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for MMNC due to their light, strong and resilient properties [8].
Among the possible metal-matrix materials, titanium (Ti) and its
alloys (e.g., Titanium aluminide (TiAl)) have received the most
attention [9], due to their high specific strength and corrosion
resistance. Recent studies reveal substantial property enhancement
in CNT-reinforced Ti MMNC. Kondoh et al. report that a 0.35wt%
CNT addition to Ti matrices results in a 28% increase in its ultimate
tensile strength to 754MPa, and a 48% increase in yield strength to
697MPa [10]. A similar degree of yield strength enhancement
(40.4% increase) is also reported by Li et al. [11], with an 11.4% in-
crease in the ultimate tensile strength. Wang et al. also report that
an addition of 0.4wt% of CNTs resulted in a 61.5% increase in the
compressive strength for Ti [12]. However, the reported mechanical
properties of CNT-Ti nanocomposites still remain far from the
anticipated level based on the rule of mixtures, and even under-
perform those of some commercially available Ti alloys (e.g., Ti-6Al-
4V with a tensile strength of 900MPa [13]). To date, direct
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measurements of CNT-Ti interfacial strength necessary to under-
stand the interfacial binding and load transfer mechanism remain
unavailable [1,14]. A majority of the studies on CNT-Ti interfaces
were based on bulk measurements [9,13e16] from which the
interfacial properties can only be evaluated indirectly and qualita-
tively. For example, Munir et al. [16] attempted to evaluate the load
carrying capacity of CNTs and the contribution of interfacial load
transfer to the yield strength of bulk CNT-Ti composites indirectly
from their measured bulk mechanical properties. The accuracy and
reliability of their reported data are inevitably affected by the
simplification involved in the employed theoretical model and the
assumptions regarding the nanotube's complex structural
morphology inside the composite matrix. The observation of mi-
crostructures in CNT-reinforced Ti MMNC by using a variety of
microscopic and spectroscopic techniques also provides useful
CNT-Ti interface information regarding the structural stability [9]
and morphology [16] of the added CNTs inside Ti matrices and the
possible reaction products on CNT-Ti interface [10,12,17,18]. How-
ever, quantitative evaluation of the CNT-Ti interfacial binding
interaction and its interfacial load transfer characteristics remain
elusive.

Prior studies on nanotube-reinforced polymer nanocomposites
show that the tube-polymer interfacial strength is a nano-
mechanical signature of sophisticated tube-polymer binding in-
teractions that depend on the chemical composition and molecular
structure of the interacting tubes and polymer chains [19e22].
Similarly, the interfacial transfer mechanisms of such metal nano-
composite structures likely depend on the metal elemental
composition, as well as reaction products (e.g., oxide layers) that
may form along the metal-CNT interface. Therefore, the compari-
son of the interfacial load transfer across different tube-metal
interface systems will be helpful to better understand the rein-
forcing mechanism. Similar to Ti, Al is a widely used metal material
for aerospace and automotive industries and is also one of the most
studied matrix material for CNT-reinforced MMNC. Substantial
improvement in properties as a result of nanotube reinforcing has
been reported. For example, 1 wt% CNT addition to Al matrix results
in a 40% increase in yield strength to about 96MPa [23]. The yield
strength of a 2wt% CNT reinforced Al nanocomposite is reported to
reach about 210MPa [24]. Nonetheless, the reported mechanical
properties of CNT-Ti MMNC remain superior to those reported for
CNT-Al MMNC. Noting that both Al and Ti are active materials and
react spontaneously with oxygen in the air to form surface oxide
layers, direct comparison between the interfacial load transfer
along Al- and Ti-CNT interfaces can provide new insights on the
contributing effects of the metal elemental composition and reac-
tion products (oxide layer).

In this paper, we investigate the binding strength of CNT-Ti in-
terfaces by using in situ electron microscopy single-tube pull-out
techniques, and compare our results against those for CNT-Al in-
terfaces [22]. The nanomechanical measurements capture the
major failure mechanisms of CNT-Ti interfaces and enable the
quantification of their load-bearing capacity and interfacial shear
strength. The measurements reveal that CNT possesses a substan-
tially stronger binding affinity with Ti as compared with Al. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations reveal that the observed strong
CNT-Ti binding interface is attributed to the strong chemisorption
interaction of Ti atoms on CNT surfaces, which is partially offset by
the weakening effect of the oxidation layer. In comparison, the
binding strength between CNT and Al is substantially enhanced by
the presence of the oxide layer. To the best of our knowledge, the
nanomechanical measurement presented in this paper is the first
quantitative experimental study of the mechanical strength of CNT-
Ti interfaces, and thus provides valuable insights into the load
transfer mechanism in CNT-reinforced MMNC. This study also
demonstrates that our in situ nanomechanical single-tube pull-out
experimental technique is capable of characterizing the unique
nanomechanical signatures of the interfaces formed by CNTs with a
variety of metal matrices, which thus enables a convincing quan-
tification and comparison of the interfacial strength across different
nanotube-metal nanocomposite systems.

2. Experimental

2.1. CNT-metal nanocomposite sample preparation and
characterization

Carbon nanotubes were synthesized by chemical vapor depo-
sition methods and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The nanotubes
were originally in the form of dry powders and were separated in
deionized (DI) water using ultrasonication for two hours with the
aid of ionic surfactants. Ti films were deposited at room tempera-
ture using an ATC Orion 8-E evaporator system (AJA International
Inc.) with a Titanium target of 99.999% in purity (Kamis Inc.) and a
base vacuum of 1� 10�8 torr. The CNT-Ti sandwich structure was
formed by first depositing a 100-nm-thick Ti film at the evaporation
rate of 3 Å/s on a fresh Si substrate, followed by spin coating de-
positions of a well-dispersed nanotube solution (about 0.1% in CNT
concentration) at a speed of 800 rpm for one minute and then the
deposition of another Ti film of 100 nm in thickness on top under
the same conditions. The acceleration voltage of the electron gun
was fixed at 7 kV and the temperature inside the vacuum chamber
during deposition was just slightly higher than room temperature
per the instrument manufacturer. The sandwiched CNT-Ti nano-
composite films were fractured by means of cracking the substrate
using a diamond scriber, and some of the embedded tubes pro-
truded as straight free-standing cantilever structures. The AFM
characterization of the dispersed tubes and the deposited Ti films
was performed inside an NTEGRA AFM (NT-MDT) that operates in
tapping mode at ambient environment. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) characterization of the CNT-Ti nanocomposite
films with protruding tubes was performed using a JEM 2100F TEM
(JEOL Ltd.). Ellipsometry characterization of Ti films was performed
using a UVISEL spectroscopic ellipsometer from Horiba.

2.2. In situ single-tube nanomechanical pull-out measurements

The in situ nanomechanical single-tube pull-out measurements
were performed inside an FEI Nanolab 600 dual-beam electron
microscope. Silicon AFM probes (model CSG 01, NT-MDT) were
employed as the force sensors in the pull-out tests. The spring
constant of each employed AFM probewas calibrated using thermal
tuning methods and was found to be within the range of
0.04e0.09 N/m. The AFM probe was mounted to a 3D piezo stage
that possesses 1 nm displacement resolution in the X-Y-Z axes
[25e28] and was controlled to move at a rate of approximately
0.5e1 mm/s. The embedded tube length was measured directly
using the high-resolution electron beam with a resolution of a few
nanometers. The pull-out load was calculated based on the spring
constant of the AFM force sensor and its last recorded deflection in
the pull-out test with a resolution of about 0.5e1.0 nN.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. In situ electron microscopy nanomechanical single-tube pull-
out measurements

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the employed in situ electron microscopy
nanomechanical single-tube pull-out technique, in which the
tested CNT-Ti interface is formed inside a sandwiched metal/CNT/



Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of the in situ nanomechanical single-tube pull-out testing technique inside a high-resolution scanning electron microscope (left) and the cross-sectional Ti/
CNT/Ti sandwiched thin-film nanocomposite (right). The drawings are not to scale. (b) AFM image of one CNT on the surface of an electron-beam deposited Ti film. (c) A fractured
CNT-Ti thin-film nanocomposite that shows protruding CNTs. (d) TEM image of one protruding CNT of 3.9 nm in outer diameter from a Ti matrix. (e)e(g) Selected SEM snapshots
that show the key processes in one representative single-tube pull-out measurement: (e) An AFM tip was controlled to approach and then touch the free end of one selected
protruding CNT that was oriented perpendicular to the AFM cantilever back surface; (f) The free end of the protruding tube was spot-welded to the AFM tip by means of EBID of Pt;
(g) The embedded portion of the tube was completely pulled out of the metal matrix by applying a tensile force. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. Selected SEM snapshots showing the two types of failure scenarios observed
during the nanomechanical pull-out measurements: (a) fracture of a nanotube; (b)
telescopic pull-out of a nanotube.
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metal thin-film nanocomposite. The detailed working principle and
experimental setup of this nanomechanical testing technique have
been documented in prior reports [19e22] and are only briefly
described here. A pre-calibrated atomic force microscopy (AFM)
cantilever acts as a force sensor and is mounted vertically to the
stage of a 3D piezo nanomanipulator. The pull-out measurements
are performed inside a high-resolution scanning electron micro-
scope (FEI Nanolab 600 electron microscope). The free end of a
selected protruding CNT cantilever is first attached to the tip of the
AFM probewith the aid of electron beam induced deposition (EBID)
of Pt. The AFM cantilever is then displaced to apply an increasing
tensile force until the embedded tube segment is fully stretched out
of the composite film. The entire nanomanipulation operation is
monitored by using high-resolution electron beams with a few
nanometer spatial resolutions.

The employed double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) were
dispersed in deionized water by means of ultrasonication with the
aid of surfactants, and their lengths were controlled to be mostly
below 2 mm through controlling the ultrasonication time [29]. AFM
studies show that the tube diameter is polydispersed. The median
tube diameter is found to be about 3.1 nm, and >90% of the tubes
have diameters within the range of 2.0e4.2 nm. The Ti film was
deposited at room temperature using electron beam evaporation
methods (See Experimental section for details). Fig. 1(b) shows an
AFM image of one CNT of about 3.3 nm in diameter and 318 nm in
length on the surface of an e-beam deposited Ti film. The grain size
of the e-beam evaporated Ti films was measured from the recorded
AFM images and was found to be on average about 28 nm. Spec-
troscopic ellipsometry measurements show a 5 nm oxide layer
formed on the Ti film surface after the deposition of CNT solutions
because Ti is an active material and reacts spontaneously with
contact of air and/or water. Because the subsequent Ti deposition
was performed in a high vacuum environment, the oxide layer was
not expected to appear at the contact between CNTs and the second
deposited Ti film. Fig. 1(c) shows one of the fractured sandwiched
CNT-Ti thin-film nanocomposites with several protruding
nanostructures. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) inspec-
tion, as exemplified by the image shown in Fig. 1(d), confirms that
those protruded structures are individual CNTs with clean surfaces
that are free of metal residues. Due to the small wall number and
diameter of the employed tubes as well as the relatively large
thickness of the deposited metal films, the tube-metal interface
could not be readily observed by using TEM.

Fig. 1(e)-(g) show three selected SEM snapshots of one repre-
sentative single-tube pull-out measurement on a partially
embedded CNT with a protruding length of 772 nm. The pull-out of
the nanotube was observed to occur as a catastrophic failure of the
CNT-metal interface when the stretching force reached a certain
value (i.e., pull-out force). For this measurement, the pull-out force
and the embedded tube length are measured to be about 242 nN
and 1.19 mm, respectively.

Interface failure scenarios other than the successful single-tube
pull-out as the one shown in Fig. 1(g) were also observed and were
categorized as tube fracture and telescopic pull-out, which are
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exemplified by the selected SEM snapshots shown in Fig. 2(a)e(b),
respectively. It is noted that the observed fracture of the tube
occurred in the protruding tube segment, while the telescopic pull-
out occurred as a result of the breaking of the outermost shell of the
nanotube followed by subsequent pull-out of the inner tube shells.
Both tube fracture and telescopic pull-out are clear signs of effec-
tive load transfer in nanofiber-reinforced nanocomposites [30].
These tube failure scenarios were identified from the recorded SEM
images, and are excluded from mechanical strength analysis of the
CNT-metal interface.

Fig. 3 shows a summary of the pull-out measurements from 21
independent successful single-tube pull-out tests, with embedded
nanotube lengths ranging from about 87 nm to 2.41 mm. It is
observed that the pull-out force first increases linearly with the
embedded length before reaching a force plateau, which is a clear
sign of the shear lag effect. This shear lag effect is one of the major
energy dissipation mechanisms in nanofiber-reinforced nano-
composites. It is noted that similar shear-lag phenomena were re-
ported on the pull-out measurements of nanotube-polymer
interfaces [19e21] as well as recent studies of CNT-Al interfaces
[22]. In particular, prior measurements on CNT-Al interfaces [22]
were performed using the same sample preparation and testing
schemes as shown in Fig. 1, and also using the same batch of
dispersed CNTs as employed in the present study. The usage of the
same methodology and materials in these two nanomechanical
studies enables a meaningful and convincing comparison of the
interfacial binding interactions of CNTs with Ti versus with Al,
which is exhibited in Fig. 3. The key sample parameters and the
measured/calculated interfacial properties for these two types of
CNT-metal samples are summarized in Table 1.

By assuming the tested CNTs in both studies follow the same
probability distribution in diameter, the data displayed in Fig. 3
clearly show that CNT possesses a statistically stronger binding
affinity with Ti as compared with Al. The maximum load-bearing
capacity of the CNT-Ti interface, which is calculated as the
average value of the force plateau, is found to be 245± 8 nN and is
about 13% higher than that of the CNT-Al interface (217± 8 nN). The
average interfacial shear strength (IFSS) of the CNT-Ti interface tave;
is quantified based on the data points in the initial linearly
increasing segment and is given as tave ¼ P

p�D�l, in which P is the
Fig. 3. The measured dependence of the pull-out force on the embedded tube length
for CNT-Ti interfaces (red solid dots), which is contrasted with the measurement data
reported on CNT-Al interfaces (blue empty dots, reproduced from Ref. [22]). The
dashed lines are the bilinear fitting curves to the respective data sets. (A colour version
of this figure can be viewed online.)
pull-out force, D is the diameter of the tube, l is the embedded tube
length. In our experiments, the diameters of the tested tubes could
not be measured precisely as they approach the resolution limit of
the electron beam. Here we evaluate the IFSS based on the
measuredmedian tube diameter (i.e., D¼ 3.1 nm), which is deemed
as the most representative value for the CNT-metal interfacial
strength. The IFSS of the CNT-Ti interface is calculated to be
37.8± 9.3MPa, and is about 32% higher than that of the CNT-Al
interface (28.7± 3.4MPa) as displayed in Fig. 3, and is about 52%
higher than the value 24.8± 3.2 (MPa) reported by Kawasaki and
co-workers [31]. The critical tube embedded length [22] is quan-
tified as the junction value in the bilinear fitting curve and is found
to be about 735 nm for the CNT-Ti interface as comparedwith about
780 nm for the CNT-Al interface. It is noted that ~28 nm Ti grains in
the tested CNT-Ti thin-film nanocomposites are several orders of
magnitude smaller than the ~10 mm or larger grains in bulk CNT-
reinforced Ti composites reported previously [10e12]. The stron-
ger CNT-Ti interface reported here could be favorably impacted by
the finer metal grains [32].

3.2. Quantification of the interfacial load transfer on CNT-Ti
interfaces

In this section, we analyze the interfacial load transfer on the
tube-metal interface using a continuum mechanics model that
takes into account the yielding of the metal layer in direct binding
contact with nanotube surfaces. Due to the shear lag effect, the
interfacial shear stress on the nanotube-metal interface has a non-
uniform distribution. The interfacial shear stress possesses its
maximum value at the tube entry position, and then decays rapidly
towards the tube's embedded end position. The shear stress decay
rate is inversely correlated to the Young's modulus of the matrix
material [33]. It is noted that pure titanium reportedly possesses a
yield stress (in tension) of about 400MPa [34] and a corresponding
yield shear stress of about 231MPa, the latter of which is signifi-
cantly higher than the calculated average IFSS (37.8MPa). However,
due to the non-uniform distribution of the interfacial shear stress
and its high decay rate as a result of Ti's high Young's modulus
(116 GPa), it is possible that Ti metal grains in the vicinity of the
binding interface, in particular those at or close to the tube entry
position, may yield under the pull-out load, which is confirmed by
our theoretical analysis.

The continuum mechanics model is illustrated by the insert
diagram in Fig. 4. For simplicity, a homogeneous interface between
CNT and Ti along the entire embedded tube length is assumed. The
deformation of the metal matrix caused by the interfacial shear
stress is assumed to be pure shear and to occur only within a thin
metal layer that is in direct binding contact with the CNT surface
[22,36], which is marked as the shaded area in the illustration
drawing in Fig. 4. It is noted that the whole metal matrix (including
the interfacial metal layer) is assumed to be free of initial internal
stress. This assumption is justified by the fact that the Ti films in our
studies were deposited using electron beam vacuum evaporation
techniques and the vacuum chamber temperature was just slightly
above room temperature, both of which help to minimize the
process/thermal-induced internal stress in the deposited Ti films
[37].

The equilibrium equation for the embedded tube segment is
given as

sz$pD2 þ 4
Zz

z0

tip$Ddz ¼ 0; (1)

where z is the coordinate axis along the tube length with z0 as the



Table 1
Summary of the key sample parameters and the experimentally measured and calculated interface properties for CNT-Ti interfaces (this study) and CNT-Al interfaces (data
reproduced from Ref. [22]).

Nanotubes type and outer
diameter

Metal preparation approach, total thickness,
and average grain size

Maximum pull-out
load (nN)

Critical embedded
length (nm)

Average interfacial shear
stress (MPa)

CNT-Al interface
(ref. [22])

Double-walled; 2e4.2 nm
(3.1 nm median value)

e-beam evaporation, 200 nm, about 35 nm 217± 8 780 28.7± 3.4

CNT-Ti interface
(this work)

Double-walled; 2e4.2 nm
(3.1 nm median value)

e-beam evaporation, 200 nm, about 28 nm 245± 8 735 37.8± 9.3

Fig. 4. Theoretically predicted interfacial shear stress distribution for a CNT-Ti inter-
face with an embedded tube length of 735 nm. The insert diagram is a schematic
illustration of the shear lag model and interfacial shear stress on the CNT-metal
interface. The shaded region represents an interfacial metal layer and its deforma-
tion is visualized with the aid of the added short mesh lines and two representative
free-body diagrams for elements in the elastic and plastic regions, respectively. (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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position of the tube end. sz is the normal stress in the tube and is

given as sz ¼ Ef
duðzÞ
dz ; in which Ef is the Young's modulus of the

nanotube and uðzÞ is the displacement of the tube; ti is the inter-
facial shear stress. Here, Ti is assumed as a linearly elastic and
perfectly plastic material with a Young's modulus Em, a Poisson’s
ratio vm and a yield shear stress tY. The interfacial shear stress in the
elastic deformation region (z0 � z< zP) and the plastic deformation
(yield) region (zP � z � lÞ of the interfacial metal layer with a
thickness of t is given as

ti ¼

8><
>:

Em
2ð1þ vmÞ$t$uðzÞ; z0 � z< zP

tY ; zP � z � l

(2)

The equilibrium equation for the embedded tube segment is
given as

D$Ef
d2uðzÞ
dz2

þ 4
Em

2ð1þ vmÞ$t uðzÞ ¼ 0; z0 � z< zP (3a)

D$Ef
d2uðzÞ
dz2

þ 4tY ¼ 0; zP � z � l (3b)

The boundaryconditionsused in themodel include sz ¼ 0 at z ¼
z0 and ti ¼ tY at z ¼ zP . The summationof the interfacial shear force

along the entire tube-metal interface equals the pull-out load, i.e.,
Z l

z0
tip$Ddz ¼ P: It isnoted that the thicknessof the interfacialmetal layer
(t) is obtained through fitting the experimentally measured values of
the pull-out force and the tube embedded length as presented in
Fig. 3. Equations (3a)e(3b) are solved numerically with the following
parameters: Em ¼ 116GPa, tY ¼ 231MPa, and vm ¼ 0.32 for titanium
[38]; Ef ¼ 1 TPa and D¼ 3.1 nm for CNTs.

Fig. 4 shows a theoretically predicted interfacial shear stress
profile for a CNT-Ti interface with an embedded tube length of
735 nm and a pull-out load of 245 nN. The calculation of the
theoretical curve is based on a fitting parameter t of 5.3 nm. The
plot shows that substantial yield deformations occur in the inter-
facial metal layer when the pull-out event occurs even though the
average IFSS of the nanotube-metal interface is far below the yield
shear stress of the metal matrix. It is also displayed in the plot that
the elastic deformation region has a quite steep decay in shear
stress for z within the range of 550 nme635 nm. The observed
rapid decay in shear stress is ascribed to the high Young's modulus
of titanium. The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the maximum
interfacial shear stress on the tube-metal interface can reach or
even exceed the original yield shear stress of the work-hardening
metal material, which was also recently demonstrated in the
single-tube pull-out study of the CNT-Al interface [22]. Therefore, it
is essential to take into account the plastic deformation of themetal
grains in the neighboring of the tube-metal interface in the con-
tinuum mechanics modeling of the single-tube pull-out
measurements.

3.3. Quantification of the CNT-metal binding interaction using DFT
calculations

To better understand the above-mentioned experimental find-
ings, we perform DFT calculations by using Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) to quantify the interfacial binding
characteristics between CNTs and Ti/Al metal matrices. We adopt
the Vanderbilt ultra-soft pseudo potentials for calculating the
interaction between the ionic core electrons and the valence elec-
trons, and use the Perdew�Burke�Ernzehof (PBE) form of the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) or the Ceperly-Alder
(CA) form of the local density approximation (LDA) for exchange
and correlation. For the purpose of our interfacial studies, we treat
CNTs as equivalent planar graphene sheets. Our periodic mono-
clinic supercells, as shown in Fig. 5 (aei) and 5 (a-ii), are composed
of repeated 6-atomic-layer-thick slabs of Al (111) and Ti (0001),
each placed 2.5 Å above the graphene sheets. The respective metal-
graphene model structures have initial lattice mismatch strains of
~1.1% and 4.3%, which are calculated with respect to the graphene
lattice. A 12e15 Å vacuum layer is also introduced at the top of each
supercell to expose only one side of the graphene sheet to themetal
substrate. We adopt a plane wave basis energy cutoff of 450 eV, and
use a gamma centered 5� 5� 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling
scheme for Brillouin zone sampling. The supercells are then
quantum-mechanically relaxed to their minimum energy positions
using the conjugate gradient method with a force tolerance crite-
rion of 0.001 eV/Å. Using the LDA (GGA) approximation, we obtain
lattice spacing of 3.97 (4.00) Å within the Al crystal, with C-C bond



Fig. 5. First principle calculations of the interfacial bonding properties between Al/Ti metal substrates and graphene. (a) Side view and bottom view atomic configurations of Al (111)
(i) and Ti (0001) (ii) substrates, and surface-oxidized Al (111) (iii) and Ti (0001) (iv) substrates, attached to graphene sheet; black outline in bottom view denotes size of each
periodic supercell. Ti or Al atoms are colored in grey, C atoms in orange, and O atoms in red. (b) Electron localized function (ELF) contours of the metal-graphene systems that
correspond to (a). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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distance of 1.40 (1.42) Å for the attached graphene sheet; for the Ti
crystal, we obtain lattice spacing of 2.85 (2.89) Å, with C-C bond
distance of 1.44 (1.45) Å for the attached graphene sheet.

Our DFT calculations show that graphene-Al (111) has an inter-
facial separation distance of 3.16 (3.67) Å as compared to 2.16 (2.20)
Å for graphene-Ti (0001), based on the LDA (GGA) approximation;
these interfacial separation distances suggest that graphene is
physisorbed on Al (111), but is chemisorbed on Ti (0001). We
calculate the metal-graphene binding energy, Eb, by subtracting the
energies of free-standing graphene and the isolatedmetal slab from
that of the combined metal-graphene system, and normalizing the
difference with respect to the interfacial area. With this definition,
more negative Eb indicates stronger cohesive bonding across the
interface. The graphene-Al interface has Eb of �0.57 eV/nm2

and �0.46 eV/nm2 from LDA and GGA calculations,
versus �15.82 eV/nm2 (LDA) and �10.90 eV/nm2 (GGA) for the
graphene-Ti interface. The higher cohesive energy across the
graphene-Ti interface is in qualitative agreement with the experi-
mental findings; however, the order-of-magnitude difference in
cohesive energy from DFT calculations does not coincide well with
the level of difference in experimentally measured IFSS. We attri-
bute this discrepancy to the presence of oxide layers formed on
both the exposed Ti and Al surfaces during the deposition of CNTs.
We repeat our DFT calculations for graphene attached to surface-
oxidized Al and Ti slabs, as shown in Fig. 5 (a-iii) and 5 (a-iv);
these surface-oxide layers were created by positioning O atoms at
the most stable adsorption sites on the close-packed Al and Ti
surfaces, which are the face-centered cubic and face-centered cu-
bic/hexagonal-close-packed sites, respectively [39,40]. In the
presence of the oxidized surface layer, the cohesive energy for
graphene-Ti-O is found to reduce dramatically to Eb ¼ �0.85 eV/
nm2 (LDA) and �0.04 eV/nm2 (GGA), but the cohesive energy for
graphene-Al-O is increased to Eb ¼ �2.21 eV/nm2 (LDA)
and �0.847 eV/nm2 (GGA) which is about three-fold higher than
that for graphene-Ti-O. The corresponding interfacial separation
distances are now 2.95 (3.23) Å and 3.00 (3.31) Å for graphene-Al-O
and graphene-Ti-O, respectively, based on the LDA (GGA) approx-
imation, which indicate that the graphene sheets are now phys-
isorbed on both the surface-oxidized metal substrates. The finding
that the oxide layer increases the binding interaction in CNT-Al
interface also supports our recent experimental observation that
thermal annealing results in a substantially stronger CNT-Al inter-
face [22].

To obtain a general overview of the atomic interactions, we
examine the electron localized function (ELF) contours as viewed
along a cross-sectional cut across all four graphene-metal systems
in Fig. 5(b) using the GGA approximation. The ELF is a measure of
the probability of finding an electron near another electron with
the same spin [41]. Qualitatively, a large ELF close to 1 (red) cor-
responds to a region with a high probability of finding electron
localization as in covalent bonding, whereas an ELF close to 0.5
(green) corresponds to a region of electron gas-like behavior as in
metallic bonding. An intermediate ELF value of 0.75 (yellow) can be
interpreted as corresponding to ionic bonding. For the graphene-Al
structure displayed in Fig. 5 (bei), we observe an abrupt change
from metallic bonding within the pure Al slab to covalent bonding
within graphene with the absence of appreciable bonding across
the interface (dark blue region with ELF <0.1). In contrast, ELF be-
tween graphene and pure Ti displayed in Fig. 5(b-ii) is distinctly
higher (~0.3), which confirms that graphene is chemically bonded
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to Ti. This stronger binding interaction of graphene to Ti versus Al
has been attributed to the hybridization of the unoccupied d-or-
bitals in transition metals such as Ti with the 2p-orbitals of C atoms
in graphene [42e45]. For the surface-oxidized graphene-Al-O
structure shown in Fig. 5(b-iii), bonding between O and Al atoms is
now distinctly ionic. Close examination shows localization of
electron pockets closer to the graphene sheet, which results in
stronger interfacial binding compared to pure graphene-Al sys-
tems. The transition in ELF contours across the interface for
graphene-Ti-O in Fig. 5(b-iv) is quite similar to that for graphene-
Al-O. Clearly, the ionically bonded O atoms, which now reside
above the graphene p-cloud, weaken any possible Ti-C interaction.
The DFT findings indicate that it is plausible to tune the mechanical
strength of CNT-metal interfaces through purposely engineered
oxide layers, which can be accomplished by using facile
manufacturing processes, such as thermal annealing [22]. To
enhance the interfacial strength and overall bulk properties of CNT-
Ti MMNC, the composite manufacturing is preferably conducted in
oxygen-free environments, such as vacuum or inert gas environ-
ments. In contrast, the exposure of the Al matrix material to the
ambient environment to form aluminum oxide can significantly
enhance the binding strength of the CNT-Al interface.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the load-bearing capacity and interfacial shear
strength of CNT-Ti interfaces are characterized by using in situ
electronmicroscopy single-tube pull-out techniques in conjunction
with DFT calculations. The nanomechanical measurements reveal
the shear lag effect on the CNT-Ti interface and show a 32% higher
interfacial shear strength compared to CNT-Al interface. DFT cal-
culations reveal that the strong CNT-Ti binding interface is due to
the chemisorption of Ti atoms on CNT surfaces, compared to the
physisorption of Al atoms on CNT. However, the presence of oxide
layers on the metal surface is found to enhance the mechanical
strength of CNT-Al interfaces, but to weaken CNT-Ti interfaces.
These research findings help to better understand the load transfer
process on the tube-metal interface and the reinforcing mechanism
of nanotubes, and ultimately contribute to the optimal design and
performance of nanotube-reinforced MMNC.
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